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(:09).  ... others have been using the T???  Last week I was in Arab Emirates, we'll see 

the outcome of the meeting. This week this broadcast is coming from KF Austria. We 

are expected to be in Tokyo shortly as developments are building up and then return to 

Accra, the home of Space Ship Center. (:11).  

... talks about cancer research in Tokyo University .. 

 

(:17).  

Cancer Blueprint Day, April 18, 2017.  

(:19).  

(:20). We'll deliver the whole technology to the Pharmaceuticals directly without 

waiting for them to come and look.  

 

It costs less then 1 Euro to save a life from cancer.  

(:25).  

(:36). We go into the other part of the teachings. The Masters will teach, we are the 

masters of the space and not the earth.  

(:49).   

 

(:55).  No need for a SS because the soul is the SS. Any Questions?  

(:59).  

(1:09). 

(1:14).  The end of kingship.  

(1:20). 

(1:30).  how the E and soul work, through the brain....  

(1:38).  

(1:40).  

(1:46). 

(1:50).  

(1:56). 

(2:08).   (2:10). man shows his pendulum and magnet.  

(2:15).  

(2:19). Dynamic cores,  

(2:24). Caroline teaches. Shows picture of lady who entered a transparent state.  (2:26).  

(2:35).  (2:40). .. I wished for the women to be apart of the teachings also, not to take 

over.  

(2:51).  Mr. Keshe comes back on. What Caroline said about the Mother and the sick 

child. If you want gold you can have it in the palm of your hand through your intention. 

In deep space there are no Pharmaceuticals, it is the intention of the E. If one 

understands this it will change a lot of things for mankind. ... you don't need to kill to 

eat ... and in the time of need you eat (get) what you need. These things will become 

more clear as we learn more, as I said we are hear to enlighten and not to teach. When 

you understand your own capabilities, you become the magnets to the illness of the 

child, you are stronger you can take and reduce the others, that is all it is. Before you 

give the water to the child you touch it and put your intentions in it, because of the line 

of the birth of the child you have already taken it (? the illness). If man matures to the 

point of measuring you'll find that the mother carries some of the intentions of the pain 

to herself. This is what we call double magnetic field. It is not the water,  but the 



intentions that has brought it (working through it). But we have to see what the 

conditions are and appropriate for it. Another point is, that a lot of you are saying, why 

is he giving advanced technology and cancer (cure) away to people and not making 

money out of it.  (2:53). I always say, but you are deaf to it, the KF is paying for the 

research. The funds for it came from selling of the books and equipments and 

everything else which you have bought, so in fact you have already paid for it.  The 

people who take and run away with it, are people by nature, what I call a thief, they put 

nothing in to the Foundation which is the soul of the humanity, and they want to take 

and run. If you think we are giving the Cancer Blueprint, it is because we have paid 

with our souls. We don't carry hidden bank accounts, we take what we need and so 

when it comes we put it there when it is needed. In the coming time I am sure we will 

receive more, because many children will hold on to their fathers and mothers, when 

they are told they have Leukemia or a cancer, many, many people will walk away from 

cancer like a headache. We are here to set and to change the course of humanity. Many 

times Caroline and I said the only way the KF will touch the humanity is through the 

health. With the energy unit people came they stole and they ran. We are not releasing 

one energy unit, if they understand what is to be released next Tuesday and they apply 

it, you can produce any medicine in the Universe. Medicine being a position of comfort 

to guarantee the survival. (2:55). The blueprint on Tuesday is the beginning of how man 

will survive in the depth of the U. If you look only at making the Gans' you have 

already lost, because you never understood that the Gans of the U is you. We just 

showed you the process of how to do it. Those of you who go and just make the tablets 

and Gans' then you'll understand that you haven't learned anything yet. I taught many 

times about the dynamic cores, you are the dynamic core itself. 41  

(3:05).   end 

 

 

 

Cancer Solution In Exchange For Peace April 18, 2017 
(  ,  ) 

 

(:11).  Cancer Blueprint Day. When the doctors can't understand it they call it a cancer. 

Now we have the knowledge of cancer. Cancers are created 3 ways, Emotional. When 

the man creates a given energy ...   

(:15). This knowledge has disappeared from the knowledge and brain of the man.  

(:20).  

(:27). 

(:33). Dr. Rodrigo introduces himself and presents a breast cancer case.  

(:44). 

(1:13). CO2 Gans Ampules. Breast cancer plasma protocol, step by step.  (1:18). 

Emotions come through the breast, you can test it by watching movies turned away 

from screen. Step 2 is blood test to find the seed metal of the cancer.  (1:21).  How to 

make Ca Gans.   To make the patches and placement and ratios of plasma.  (1:25). 

Graphic photos of breast cancer. In the process of the body rejecting the cancer tissues, 

first it turns black then it falls off. (1:29). Results of tests as cancer disappears.   

Finishes presentation. (1:31).  Keshe backs on.     (1:43).  

(1:46).  

(1:50).   (1:53). Silent for 1 minute for sacrificed mice in medical experiments. (They 

heard the Church bells ringing from their room, even the Creator is with us.) (1:55). 



Keshe introduces the Japanese scientist who introduced KF to TEPCO and was sacked, 

and he did the research at Tokyo University.     (1:59).   cancerprocessing.org ..  

(2:09).  The Japanese scientist presents research at Tokyo University.   (2:16).  

(2:25).  

(2:31).   (2:34). Gans water protected the DNA against H2O2.  (2:36). He injected CO2 

Gans water into a tumor induced in a mouse, after 1 month it disappeared.    (2:43). The 

Gans is rapidly discarded from the blood and not stored in the body. No damage in the 

tissues in the sacrificed mice.  (2:48). The conclusion is that the Gans is non-toxic. 

(2:55). 5 minute break.     (3:02).   (3:05). Tests on Human Cancer Cells.        (3:07). 

The "Amino water" (CH3), energized all the cells including the cancer cells and they 

didn't die. So don't use CH3 in cancer treatment.  (3:10). He believes the Gans destroys 

the lizozoms (?), which are the trash cans inside the cancer cells, when these get burst 

they release all the collected toxic materials and that is what kills the cancer cells. You 

kill the cancer cell from inside with its own toxic waste. It doesn't go after the DNA 

which can easily replicate itself. (3:12).  (3:17).  Cancer markers etc.   (3:19). Results.  

(3:23). (3:27). Test on the DNA, ZnO and CO2 effective. ROS and MDA are markers in 

the blood when the cancer cells are dying, are the main indicators of the treatment for 

cancer.  (3:30). Conclusion is that CO2 and ZnO are not toxic to normal cells but kill 

the cancer cells. This is the end of phase 2. The next is phase 3 and you need to sacrifice 

a lot of animals.  (3:32). he tried it on just one mouse that they infected with cancer and 

after 20 days no tumor was left. To go from this to the next phase in Pharmaceutical 

certification would take about 20 years. (3:34). But because of the efficacy of these the 

time can be reduced. This is the exact same way that he has used to test Chemotherapy 

chemicals. It normally takes 3 to 4 years to test the toxicity and efficacy levels and to 

adjust them (for safe human use). It's a thin line that you have to catch where you kill 

the cancer cells but not the human. After this the human trials start, which take a long 

time. For the Gans it took only 3 to 4 months because of its efficacy. This is especially 

for government people listening in the background, this can be done in any government 

structure even in the third world, rapidly and low cost. This is the beauty of it. (3:36).  

They have to test for interaction with other chemicals, which takes a long time, even the 

herbs are toxic after a certain level, but not the Gans. So we shouldn't see any side 

effects. His wife without knowing it used the Gans water in the soup and his child ate it 

without any side effect. Interestingly, his child got a big interest in the planetary 

systems since then. (3:38). Keshe says, the important thing is that you cannot over dose 

on it, your body takes what it needs. (3:40).  We see with some governments doing 

research that with the use of Gans CO2 water you reduce side effects of certain 

chemicals. It will revolutionize the world of Pharmaceuticals. These 2 papers will 

become historical papers, it will change Pharmaceuticals. (3:42). The beauty of what 

you have seen in the last hour is that no one has ever shared knowledge so freely. 29 

(3:47).  He presents Paper #3, the animal testing. The time to get rid of a tumor is 20 

days, but you have to find the right dosage. ... the new problem is that millions of 

people die every year of cancer, with this development there will be a population 

explosion in a hundred years, there is a need for man to go into space, with this T man 

can survive a hundred years in space. (3:51). Wednesday morning an agricultural group 

of scientists will start.   ... the KF will support scientists who are imprisoned and their 

technology stolen from humanity. ... 

(3:56). He continues about the third experiment. Normally they sacrifice 250 mice, but 

Keshe was not comfortable so we reduced to 50 mice. We used a mixture of ZnO and 

CO2 because the cancer is emotional dependent so you have to use ZnO. The ZnO stops 

the future recurrence. ... we use CO2 and the water of ZnO then you have the security of 



no heavy metal particles in the body.   (4:03). Treatment method, 3:1 ratio of CO2 to 

ZnO.  They learned this from experiments with TEPCO.  

All the mice completely recovered from the cancer, 100%.     (4:10). After 3 to 4 days 

we see reduction in cancer, by 8th day the blood markers are very low, you see the 

tumor on the mouse but the blood markers are very low. This is for intestinal cancer. 

We need other governments to come in and test for other cancers.  (4:15).  

... for 100 kg body weight 800 mg of Gans (water or powder ?) .  

We have seen a small amount of residual Gans in the blood stream, which is a very 

good thing because we inject  Gans into the blood circle, if it has found its way in then 

it can deliver Gans to other organs if there is a secondary cancer. It's for the scientists to 

do. (4:20).  

end 

 

 

168th Knowledge Seekers Workshop April 20, 2017 

(  ,  ) 

 

(:09). Shows photo of Ghana draft of Space Center.  (:20).   (:27).  

(:30). Talks about MOZHEN to come to Ghana for space training. 

(:36).  

(:44).  ... we are not taking medicines, we are controlling the environment. It is a much 

more powerful, faster, safer system and it has to be seen to work in all directions. Any 

questions. (:46).  

(:54). If the Sun is the soul of this Solar S and its planets are its P manifestation then 

what would be its emotions? The E is the material btn the span of the Sun to the entity, 

what we call a point of transition from the start to the end, the points where there is a 

transition point, the emotion, it's like our brain from what we know, where the soul is to 

our emotional part of the brain where at the end the strength of the E converts into the 

level of the E of the P where we call the point of the brain where the position of the 

hands and fingers, where in that point the whole thing converts into the arms and legs 

manifestation of the physicality. Shares a screen. (:57).  

 

... the soul of a man starts as a Pl.  (1:03).  When we look at the photos of AA. Shows 

AA in salt environment. Look at the shape of the material. This is vitally important, we 

have AA of Zn but all in the condition of the salt, (? not yet in the earths fields ?). 

(1:06). All 4 AA are next to each other. If you are born and the life starts with the 

gaseous part of it, this is the shape we will have. This is the shape of the body of the 

man, of our brain structure, as long as the AA has not interacted in the MG field levels 

with the P part but in a salt solution, that is no minerals or any other things added to it. 

Show CuO2 and CO2, if you look you'll understand something very interesting. (1:10). 

turn them 90 degrees upward. and ZnO2. (1:12). These all are in a condition of salt, 

when Man came to the point of life as an AA started, when it comes in touch with the 

AA, the P part of the planet has dictated the change in the structure of the AA. All our 

muscles are made of Cu (the middle picture). 113 18 

(1:21).  

(1:25). 

(1:31).  

(1:33). about vegetarians ... 

(1:41). 

(1:44).  



(1:50). 

(1:53). Rick said, when we came to earth we may not have a conscious memory of that 

decision. Keshe said, who brought you to earth, you didn't come to earth you got made 

of the earth's materials, unless you're an alien. Where did the earth material come from? 

From the reduction of the fields. We come from stars. Where did the AA come from. 

The AA of this planet comes out of the interaction of this planet atmospherics fields 

with part of the Pl of the Solar S. What about other AA traveling through the U? If they 

come to a given area and interact you'd most probably have 6 arms and 20 legs. 54 

 

(1:59).  about the soul and elevating 

.. (2:02).    I have been through this twice..   a lot of you ask me where does the 

knowledge come from, it comes from the soul that we receive, physicality is the same, 

it's (only) a container, it's like you had a water and now you have a juice. 

(2:05).  

(2:11).  14 

(2:21).  

(2:36).  

(2:39). Caroline teaches. The mothers want to learn the Gans' so they can relieve the 

pain of their children.  Wants to bring back the confidence of their own power.  

(2:46).  

(2:51).  

(3:03). Keshe teaches again. (3:05).  

(3:12).  

(3:17). 

(3:27). why he takes all the trouble to enlighten man ...  pyramids and they abused the 

power.  .... look at all the pyramids across the world ... 

(3:32).  

(3:40).  End.   
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(  ,  ) 

 

(:05). This is part 2, the first part this week was the Cancer teaching on Tuesday. Asks 

for volunteers to spread the knowledge.  (:10).  The pictures from last week.  

(:20). Last week was AA in Mg salt, now we have AA in Na, which looks like skin of 

man.  

(:25). If we used Ca salt would we see the structure of the bone? 

(:34).  

... repairing muscle tissue with CO2 and CuO2. (:42).  

(:50).  

(:52).  

(:59). Did Moses part the waters of Plasma? He did nothing ... 

(1:03). Goes over history of Christianity. Persian religion ..  

(1:08).  

(1:14). In the old Torah's they explain exactly who Christ was and why he was 

crucified. It has been cleaned up.  

 

(1:21).  



(1:24). Will visit Poland and Turkey soon.      end.  

 


